Wonderment to Puzzlement

Voicing a disappointment well known to curious minds, Donald Davidson acknowledged how hard it is “to improve on intelligibility while retaining the excitement.”¹ Familiar phenomena seen through a haze can come to have an exotic allure that rarely survives straightening them out. An exception is the philosophy of photography. Those who puzzle over photography are apt to find that the topic grows more—not less—interesting as their puzzles are solved.

Photography’s relentless successes over the past two centuries have done little to dampen its magic. Soon after the exhibition of the first Daguerreotype, Edgar Allen Poe nominated it “the most extraordinary triumph of modern science,” and Lady Elizabeth Eastlake later recalled the “wondering gaze” that met the triumph.² Since then, photography’s domestication—becoming “a household word and a household want”—has advanced by leaps.³ The invention of dry photographic plates freed the camera from the chemistry set. Soon after that, mass-manufactured handheld cameras were marketed alongside convenient drugstore photo-finishing. The adoption of high-speed 35-mm film from the movie business was followed by the perfection of user-friendly autofocus and automatic exposure control, the invention of instant imaging via Polaroid and then digital display, and (most recently) the migration of the technology out of the single-purpose camera and into the pocket-sized smartphone. By mid-2012, 300 million photographs were being uploaded to social media sites per month. By 2014, it was 300 million per day. Taking photographs is now as natural as turning doorknobs. The sociologist Pierre Bourdieu called it “the most ordinary thing of all,” while Susan Sontag found it to be “as widely practiced an amusement as sex and dancing.”⁴ As with sex and dancing, more seems never to be too much. Our response to photographs—of recognition, pleasure, and discovery—remains irresistible and visceral. The power of photographs...
to command this response, like the power of humor to command a smile, has never faded.

Not every success story makes the philosophy books. Good puzzles grab philosophers. On one hand, the stunning success of photography seems to stem from its capacity to effortlessly and impartially record our visual world. Photographs seem to have a special epistemic virtue, and we tend to trust them more than we trust other images. On the other hand, we value photographs as works of art and as expressions of the artistic vision of the photographer. So it is hard to deny both that the camera is an unbiased witness and that it can be used with the same expressive force as the paintbrush, chisel, or diatonic scale. Yet, it cannot be true that photographs are valuable both as means of artistic expression and also as objective records that neutralize the personal perspective. We face a dilemma and we must take sides, but both sides seem right. Disconcerted, the philosopher rolls up her sleeves.

Notice that the two sides face off as a debate about the standing of photography as an art form. Impressed by photography’s epistemic power, you might reason as follows. Photographs are objective visual records because they are the products of machine imaging rather than mind work. However, making art requires mind work, and art’s value is achieved through mind work. So, taking a photograph is no way to make a work of art or to make something having the kind of value we find in art. Ergo, photography is not an art.

A cheeky comeback sticks up for photography’s expressive potential. If anything is a bedrock datum from which we may reason, it is the fact that photography is an art. Look around any art gallery (or its web site), and you will see plenty of evidence that photographs count as art and express the artistic vision of their makers. Since photography is an art and since we nearly all take photographs, it follows that we nearly all make art. Ergo, photography is art’s democratic apotheosis.

These contrary bits of reasoning are caricatures, of course. They magnify core features of the fancier lines of thought that galvanize genuine debates about photography. Both leverage the puzzle about the nature of photography into a debate for or against photography’s prospects as art. For both, photography is an art only if it breaks free of machine imaging to allow for personal expression. So if you accept that photography has special epistemic power because machine imaging leaves no room for the personal touch, then you come out against the
artistic standing of photography. If you accept that photography is an art, then you come out against the machine-based epistemology of photographs. The caricature zooms in on three concepts that dominate thinking about photography: the concepts of art, epistemic authority, and personal expression—or art, machine imaging, and agency.

As informative (and fun) as they are, caricatures are still simplifications. Must we really choose between machine objectivity and the expression of a personal vision? Surely not all photographs give us accurate records of events! That some lie is hardly news. Maybe some excel epistemically while others excel artistically? Or maybe photographers can harness the objectivity of machine imaging precisely in order to reach their artistic goals? Either way, we get the sensible result that some but not all photographs are works of art. What blocks our path to this result is the assumption that photography is an art only if it breaks free of machine imaging to allow for personal expression. But is that true? If not, then how can we understand photography as a mind–machine collaboration?

Questions like these call for a closer look at the mechanism of photography, the nature of artistic expression, and the demands of art, especially as conceptions of each of these play out in subtle and sophisticated reasoning that we can take seriously. The agenda for this essay is to come to terms with each of the three core components of the reasoning that spins out of the puzzle.

To lay the cards on the table, this essay does not prove that photography is an art. On the contrary, it starts with the fact that photography is an art. A walk around the galleries or an afternoon’s web browsing gives us far more confidence in this fact than any amount of slick reasoning to the contrary. Faced with some philosophy purporting to show that we cannot know that there is a physical reality, the philosopher G. E. Moore held up his hand and remarked, “here is a hand.” His point was that no amount of philosophy could outweigh the truth of that. The gesture said, “Halt! Enough already!” Well, nobody needs philosophy to settle the question of whether photography is an art. Photography is an art.

A little philosophy can still illuminate how and when photography is an art. After all, the cheeky reasoning to the rah-rah conclusion that we are nearly all photographic artists goes too far. Photography is an art, but many photographs are not works of art. Nearly everyone takes
photographs, but the photographs that you and I take are not works of art. Anyway, mine are not. So the question arises, what makes some photographs works of art?

To answer this question, this essay digs deeper into the caricatured positions. After a brief aside about one photograph, we trace the path of skepticism about photographic art through the history of thinking about photography. Romping through the history, we gather the components of the most sophisticated and powerful skeptical reasoning. As it turns out, this reasoning is most interesting not for its (false) conclusion that photography is not an art, but rather for the astonishing fact that, despite its hold on our thinking, it goes wrong at every single step. Many pieces of reasoning have some flaws, including some appealing ones, but reasoning with serious staying power that is flawed through and through ... that is amazing. And important, because each mistake, at each step, points to a different way to think about photographic art.

Therefore, let us replace the clumsy question “is photography an art?” with a question that calls for a more nuanced answer. When is photography an art? This question has (surprise!) four answers, each revealed by a different fault in the skeptic’s reasoning, each correcting our understanding of the core concepts in the puzzle of photography, each opening up a unique perspective that we can take in order to appreciate photographic art.

**Plumbago**

With a flourish of his hand, G. E. Moore brushed off skepticism about the existence of the external world. In tribute to Moore, why not hold up an image where the artist’s hand played a starring role? The frontispiece to this volume reproduces one of James Welling’s Flowers series. Nobody who has seen the series or read the words of the critics who have written about it can seriously doubt photography’s artistic power. At the same time, the series does invite us to wonder how photographs function as art.

Start with what we most plainly see. Looking at Flower 009, you see a flower, a spray of plumbago. In fact, Flower 009 is a photogram, made by placing plumbago blossoms directly onto a photosensitive surface,
then exposing it to light and developing the print. What we see is an imprint of light that has passed through the delicate petals, creating an image. Photograms such as this are the ultimate photographic traces. No camera with its system of optics interposes a level of interpretation. Yet, the reality of the flower presented in Flower 009 is not the reality that we are accustomed to seeing. Somehow we see how flowers look and we also see flowers as we have never seen them before.

A rose by any other name would smell as sweet? Perhaps, but names matter. Flowers are classic tokens of beauty, quintessentially colored things, symbols of light itself, marks of love. For Elaine Scarry, they are the things most perfectly suited to be presented to vision.7 To romanticize a little more, they are plants’ gifts in return for the light they consume. Looking at the Flowers series naturally leads us to reflect upon the cultural significance of flowers as well as on the operations of light and color in photography.

Look at Flower 009 in the right frame of mind and it is easy to slip from seeing foliage to seeing shape and color for its own sake. The image is formally gorgeous, using light to put the reality of what is depicted in tension with an abstract space. Can there be an abstract art of photography?

Finally, let us come to the hand of the artist. The images in the Flower series were made by arranging blossoms directly on sheets of 8 × 10″ monochrome film in the dark. Once expose and printed, the resulting negative was then contact printed onto color paper using light filtered though a mosaic of hand-cut filters. Here, we have photography without a camera. Instead, an arrangement of flowers by hand and hand-cut filters restore to flowers what was bleached away in making a monochrome photogram. Photography disassembles bits of the world to reassemble them anew.

Anyone writing on Welling’s work quotes his idea that any camera is “a time machine, producing pictures that could have been made any time in the prior 135 years.”8 Each photograph contains within itself a whole history of technical decisions about optics and chemistry. Technical decisions are never made in a vacuum: they are shaped by aesthetic and scientific concerns. Flower 009 gives us a glimpse of the four arts of photography that are to be found by taking a close look at the history of photography and the history of thinking about photography.
A Short History of Photography Theory

Theorizing about photography is as old as photography itself. Indeed, older. In 1786, the painter Joshua Reynolds anticipated concerns about photography when he wrote about one of its forbears, the camera obscura. Set “a view of nature represented with all the truth of the camera obscura” next to “the same scene represented by a great artist,” and “how little and mean will the one appear in comparison of the other.” Departing from Reynolds’ pessimistic verdict is a train of thought that reached speed with the invention of photography a few decades later, that has never since slowed, and that impels the sophisticated reasoning to skepticism about photographic art. Here are four main stops along the way.

1. Early Skepticism

Henry Fox Talbot, one of the inventors of photography, worried that his brainchild might prove “injurious to art, as substituting mere mechanical labour in lieu of talent and experience.” Fifteen years later, the issue loomed large in Lady Eastlake’s landmark essay, where she offered that art “appertains to the free will of the intelligent being, as opposed to the obedience of the machine,” and that “to investigate the connexion of photography with art [is] to decide how far the sun may be considered an artist.” Talbot himself was bullish on photography’s artistic potential, while Eastlake was neutral, but some were definitely bearish. Peter Henry Emerson, writing toward the end of the nineteenth century, held that photographs are “sometimes more beautiful than art, but are never art.” Around the same time, Charles Baudelaire cited “simple common-sense that, when industry erupts into the sphere of art, it becomes the latter’s mortal enemy.”

Baudelaire puts the case rather badly. Machine processes are not strictly incompatible with artistic ones. Almost all art-making takes advantage of technology, and has always done so. Consider prepared paints in tubes, the pipe organ, the printing press, and curtain wall skyscraper construction. These are not lethal to the arts of painting, music, literature, and architecture; they have spurred valuable developments in these arts. The point was grasped perfectly well by the first generation to puzzle about the artistic standing of photography. They were not against technological art per se. Their concern began with a conception
of photography as a specific kind of technology. This conception of photography combines three elements.

First, photography automates image-making. Eastlake’s reference to the sun’s artistry intentionally echoes Daguerre’s description of the camera as “merely an instrument which serves to draw Nature … [it] gives her the power to reproduce herself.” A recurrent metaphor likens the photograph to a mirror—in Oliver Wendell Holmes’s famous words, a “mirror with a memory” that “reflect[s] images … and hold[s] them as a picture.”

Second, by automating image-making, photography eliminates skill in drawing. The point is not that automated processes invariably eliminate all human skill—that would be a gross error. Photographic processes often require skills of various kinds, especially technical know-how. Nevertheless, one can make an image with a camera without knowing how to draw an image by hand. This was touted as a novel benefit of the technology in a report to the French parliament recommending Daguerre for a state pension. Photography “calls for no manipulation which anyone cannot perform. It presumes no knowledge of the art of drawing and demands no special dexterity.” By the way, this report of 1839 correctly predicted the widespread use of photography in tourism, in documenting facts and artifacts, and in reproducing art works.

Third, and in consequence of this, are several closely connected features of how photographs represent. Photography secures, in Daguerre’s words, “accuracy and perfection of detail.” A photograph of a scene can only represent that scene as having features it actually has, and photographs tend to represent more of those features than do drawings or paintings. Accuracy and degree of detail are independent, of course, for there can be inaccurate detail and accuracy with missing detail. A third feature is impartiality, as it is called by the early theorists, though it would be better, albeit more awkward, to say that photographs are systematically selective. They are selective in the sense that there are some classes of visible features that they cannot represent. Monochrome photographs do not represent color, for example, and no photograph represents features outside the field of view or smaller than its resolution permits. Drawing is not selective in a systematic way. A draughtsman may simply choose to omit a red patch on a sitter’s face, though she paints in color. She may choose whether or not to draw in the sitter’s eyebrows, or lashes.
Early theorists also understood how these three closely connected features come as consequences of the more basic fact that photography automates image-making so as to eliminate drawing ability. Talbot wrote that “it baffles the skill and patience of the amateur to trace all the minute details visible on the paper.” Holmes puts it with characteristic eloquence that

in a picture you can find nothing which the artist has not seen before you; but in a perfect photograph there will be as many beauties lurking, unobserved, as there are flowers that blush unseen in meadows … the very things which an artist would leave out, or render imperfectly, the photograph takes infinite care with.

An image made automatically is systematically selective. It records as much detail as the system allows, as accurately as it allows. This is the source of photography’s epistemic value. As Eastlake put it, photography’s “business is to give evidence of facts, as minutely and as impartially as, to our shame, only an unreasoning machine can give.”

What secures photography’s epistemic power is precisely what lands it in artistic hot water. For Eastlake, “the sharp perfection of the object … is exactly as detrimental to art as it is complimentary to science.” Why? She explains that “when greater precision and detail are superadded … the eye misses the further truths which should accompany the further finish.” The problem with photography is that, being so accurate and impartial, it fails to convey the selective truths we get from art. The familiar tale that photography drove painters out of the business of realism into the business of expression and abstraction is all wrong. For several decades before photography came along, painters had been seeking more than mimesis. As Hegel complained, “enjoyment and admiration become the more frigid and cold, the more the copy is like the natural original.” Painters agreed and so aimed for a kind of transformation rather than perfect copying. Photographs, they thought, could never match this achievement.

A spur line branches from this main line of reasoning. Peter Henry Emerson considered that “the medium must always rank the lowest of all arts, lower than any graphic art, for the individuality of the artist is cramped … it can scarcely show itself.” Presumably, in serious art, the style of the artist shows through in their work, and in serious graphic art the artist’s style comes out in how they interpret a scene pictorially,
Photography’s accuracy and systematic selectivity means that photographs cannot express the styles of their makers. Therefore, photography is not a serious graphic art; it is a minor art at best.

2. *Pictorialism* The early theorists’ skepticism about photographic art provoked a defensive reaction in “pictorialist” photography. The characteristic marks of this movement, which dominated photography for a few decades in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, included the staging of elaborate narrative tableaux modeled on Academic art, an emphasis on the effects of light and atmosphere mimicking those found in painting, and the liberal use of such darkroom manipulations such as combination printing and touching up negatives. An example is Clarence H. White’s *Landscape with Figure* of 1906, which would be easy to mistake for a Symbolist reverie (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1** Clarence H. White, *Landscape with Figure*, 1906. Gum bichromate over palladium, 24 × 19 cm.
A woman, not of this world, garbed in white robes, carrying a glass orb, floats through a picturesque landscape, all in soft focus, grainy, deeply shadowed. Henry Peach Robinson, himself a pictorialist photographer, articulated the movement’s rationale in considerable detail.

Robinson granted the assumptions of earlier theorists. He accepted that “a pure, unadulterated machine-made … photograph … is the most perfect specimen of realism the world could produce; useful in a thousand ways, it would not be art any more than a minute catalogue of the facts of nature, however full of insight, is a poem.” Unlike a painting, a photograph such as this involves no skill in “ suppression and selection.” The workings of the automatic process leaves little room “to enable a photographer to express himself in his material.”

Having gone so far in step with his theorist predecessors, Robinson refused the skeptical conclusion that photography is not an art. Another conclusion is consistent with earlier theorists’ assumptions. The art of photography lies not in its accuracy, detail, and impartiality; instead, it lies in such painterly effects as the technology permits the photographer to undertake. Automatic image-making is not the whole of photography; it is simply a step in the artist’s process. What comes before the tripping of the shutter is the staging of an evocative scene, and what comes afterward is rendering a print, molding and retouching it to echo what the scene evokes. White’s *Landscape with Figure* illustrates this perfectly. Pictorialist photographs “could have come from no other hands and minds than those which produced them”—they are “as individual as the works of the most mannered painters, and represent not so much the subject which was before the camera as the photographer’s individual impression of the subject.”

3. *Straight Photography* Pictorialism was loudly, unremittingly denounced by the “straight photography” movement that succeeded it. Anticipating the straight photographers, Emerson described retouching as “the process by which a good, bad or indifferent photograph is converted into a bad drawing or painting.” Joining this verdict, Walker Evans portrayed the pictorialist photographer as “an unsuccessful painter with a bag of mysterious tricks”; Paul Strand decried the “introduction of hand work and manipulation [as] merely the expression of an impotent desire to paint”; and Edward Weston condemned the “folly in taking a camera to make a painting” as “incompatible with the logic of the
medium.” For these photographers, any attempt to redeem photography by imitating painting only succeeds in abandoning photography altogether. The impact of this indictment was so overwhelming that it was not until recently that major works of pictorialism were exhibited in art galleries as anything but historical curiosities.

In the background of this reaction to pictorialism is a pair of principles that form the backbone of modernist art criticism. The first is that every art has a unique medium with representational, expressive, or formal powers of its own. For example, the medium of painting might be making marks on a flat surface. Paired with this is the principle that genuine works of art are those that exploit the special potential of their medium. Or, put more modestly, the principle says that effective works of art are those that exploit their medium’s special potential. So, if the medium of painting is making marks on a flat surface, then paintings are effective when they promote our interest in flat, marked surfaces.

Strand echoes modernist doctrine when he writes that “photography … finds its raison d’être, like all media, in a complete uniqueness of means.” What uniqueness of means belongs to photography? He answers that “an absolute unqualified objectivity” makes up “the very essence of photography,” distinguishing it from other arts. As the historian Beaumont Newhall put it, “the ability of the camera to capture the utmost possible detail of the natural world is its chief characteristic, and should be fully realized.” Judged by modernist principles, pictorialism fails photography by turning its back on the special potential of its medium.

The logic of the tussle between pictorialism and straight photography recapitulates that of the early theorists. Photography’s special epistemic power clashes with its expressive potential, so if its credentials as an art depend on its expressive potential, then photography is not an art insofar as it does in fact have a special epistemic power. Pictorialism accepted these propositions but promoted the art of photography as a hybrid of the newly invented techniques of photography mixed with techniques taken from painting. Weston saw this: “behind the [pictorialist’s] approach lay the fixed idea that a straight photograph was purely the product of a machine and therefore not art. He developed special technics to combat the mechanical nature of his process.” Straight photography spurned this solution. Taking the bull by the horns, it attempted to reconcile photography’s epistemic power with its expressive
potential, so that its standing as art may rest on its specificity as an imaging medium.

How to have it both ways? To begin with, different art media may open up different avenues for personal expression. Facture is important in painting. Tiny perturbations in the marking of a surface by hand and the accumulated effect of a large number of these across the surface can be expressive and can stamp a painting with its maker’s identity. An anonymous contributor to the 1908 volume of Camera Work observed that, in most architecture, the “‘personal touch’ does not exist, and it appeals to the emotions solely through its proportions.” This writer then put it that photography resembles architecture because it mediates personal expression through composition alone. Straight photographs with perfect compositions depict perfectly composed slices of reality. Even so, “full credit for any such composition belongs to the photographer who has seen it, and seized it.”

Weston’s essay, “Seeing Photographically,” offers the richest account of the elements of the photographic process for which the photographer deserves credit. Weston begins by accepting the limitations imposed by modernist art criticism: the task is to detail how photographers can “best express whatever it is we have to say … within the frame of [their] particular medium.” To see photographically, a photographer must “see his subject matter in terms of the capacities of his tools and processes.” Knowing these capacities amounts to knowing how the finished print will look. Consequently,

the finished print must be created before the film is exposed. Until the photographer has learned to visualize his final result in advance, and to predetermine the procedures necessary to carry out that visualization, his finished work (if it be photography at all) will present a series of lucky—or unlucky—mechanical accidents.

Weston then specifies some of the parameters that a photographer may set through their use of the camera as a tool, including “amazing precision of definition” and “infinitely subtle gradations from black to white” that give “a special tension to the image.” By varying these and other parameters, it is possible to achieve many different compositions of one subject, all with the kind of epistemic merit that makes photography special.
Bringing this idea to life is a metaphor that identifies the photographer with the lens or the camera. The photographer is not someone who operates the device. She is the device. For example, having insisted that a photographer “must follow the realistic tendency under all circumstances,” Siegfried Kracauer describes her as an “indiscriminating mirror … identical with the camera lens.” Seeing photographically is seeing with the camera as an extension of the eye.

4. Recent Ambivalence Finally, we arrive at the fourth and most recent stage in the history of thinking about photography. The early theorists established a dialectic centered on the propositions that photography is not an art unless it accommodates artistic expression, and that machine imaging thwarts artistic expression. The pictorialists expanded photography to include painterly touches that allow scope for artistic expression. Straight photography identified what the artist expresses with what the machine images, so as to distinguish photography from other graphic arts. One more response to the early theorists’ dialectic remains, and that is to take up a stance of ambivalence.

Ambivalence to the dialectic is not the same as dismissing it altogether. Someone who is ambivalent appreciates that there continues to be an issue about the artistic and epistemic features of photography. With this acknowledged, the idea is to change the subject, usually because an obsession with the historical dialectic obscures important features of photography. Ambivalence relegates the dialectic to the background without resolving it.

Walter Benjamin put the early theorists’ dialectic at a distance when he wrote that it was a “fundamentally anti-technological concept of art with which the theoreticians of photography sought for almost a hundred years to do battle, naturally without coming to the slightest result. For this view understood nothing except to accredit the photographer before the exact tribunal he had overthrown.” Benjamin then went on to speculate about the impact of photography on our concept of art, particularly how it undermines the traditional idea of art works as expressions of a special artistic vision with an “aura” of unique objecthood. He changed the subject from whether photography is art to what photography does to art.

In Roland Barthes’s *Camera Lucida*, ambivalence allows a shift of attention to photography’s impact on its viewers. The book opens with
the core philosophical question, what is photography? That is, “by what essential feature [is] it to be distinguished from the community of images,” which would endow it with “a ‘genius’ of its own”? Barthes’s answer famously distinguishes between the *studium* and the *punctum*. The *studium* is the body of information that we bring to a photograph in order to appreciate it as a work made intentionally. The *punctum* is the “element which rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me;” it is “that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me).” Insofar as the *punctum* is unintended and is secured by the mechanical origins of photographic imaging, it is photography’s special “genius.” This “genius” may not be artistic, as it is borne of mechanical accident, with the result that “it does not necessarily attest to the photographer’s art; it says only that the photographer was there, or else, more simply, that he could not photograph the partial object at the same time as the total object.” Indeed, this claim sets Barthes in opposition to the theory of straight photography: “the photographer’s ‘second sight’ does not consist in ‘seeing’ but in being there.” Notice that the logic leading to the art question is accepted while the question itself is set aside. What is interesting about photographs is what the *punctum* can do to us.

A final case of ambivalence is Susan Sontag’s *On Photography*. Sontag is far less sanguine than Barthes about the value of photography, and she seeks to warn of its dangers, which stem from its nature as a process for machine imaging. The making of photographs is, in an important sense, not dependent on the photographer: “the process itself remains an optical–chemical (or electronic) one, the workings of which are automatic.” As a result of “the mechanical genesis of these images, and the literalness of the powers they confer,” photography forges a “new relationship between image and reality.” In other words, Sontag endorses the conception of photography as epistemically special, agent-free imaging. Were she also to accept the premise that art cannot result from agent-free imaging, her thinking would echo that of the early theorists. In fact, she acknowledges their logic, writing that “the history of photography could be recapitulated as the struggle between two different imperatives: beautification, which comes from the fine arts, and truth-telling.” Yet, her concern is not with where logic leads once this is accepted. The art question, at the end of the day, distracts us from what is more important—namely, the damage that photographs inflict
on our imaging practices, our visualizing skills, our sense of reality, and hence our emotional responses and moral sensibilities.55

Once, as a result of ambivalence, the historical dialectic no longer seems so momentous, it becomes easier to accept photography’s credentials as an art form. Ambivalence makes it easy to brush aside pesky skeptical reasoning. Sontag remarks that “it cannot be a coincidence that just about the time that photographers stopped discussing whether photography is an art, it was acclaimed as one by the general public and photography entered, in force, into the museum.”56 This having been accomplished, ambivalence becomes mandatory, as the old debates on the art question are better suppressed. Is this a good result? Not as long as those debates can still tell us something useful about photography.

The Dialectic Endures

Consider, for example, the ruckus over the so-called Hockney–Falco thesis.57 David Hockney has long made images that explore the intersection of painting with photography, and in 2001 he published a book arguing that some advances in realistic painting techniques from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries came about through the use of sundry optical devices as aids to image-making.58 Hockney’s book won an extraordinary level of media attention for a book on art. While some of the coverage centered on scholarly disputes about the details of the evidence for the thesis, it was not the squabble among historians that made the headlines. Chuck Close, whose work as a painter also flirts with photography, put the hubbub down to the fact that “some people are amazed that their artist heroes have cheated.”59 As an anonymous correspondent to Camera Work admitted back in 1908, “painters dare not say that they sometimes use the camera as an aid to their work for fear of being thought inartistic.”60 Or as Sontag quipped, the Hockney–Falco thesis is a “bit like finding out that all the great lovers of history have been using Viagra.”61 If Ingres’s doing like Richard Avedon makes him an artistic cheat, then how is photography not cheating at art?

Bourdieu notes that “photographers are always obliged to develop the aesthetic theory of their practice, to justify their existence as photographers by justifying the existence of photography as a true art.”62
While painters, poets, and composers are also anxious to establish their artistic credentials, they are not obliged to establish their personal credit as artists by defending the art status of painting, poetry, or music. Like as not, that strategy would get them nowhere. Photographers have had a special burden—to establish their standing as artists partly by justifying photography’s claim to be an art.